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Abstract
Text generation is a key tool in natural language applications. Generating texts which could express rich ideas through several
sentences needs a structured representation of their content. Many works utilize graph-based methods for graph-to-text
generation, like knowledge-graph-to-text generation. However, generating texts from knowledge graph still faces problems,
such as repetitions and the entity information is not fully utilized in the generated text. In this paper, we focus on knowledge-
graph-to-text generation, and develop a multi-level entity fusion representation (MEFR)model to address the above problems,
aiming to generate high-quality text from knowledge graph. Our model introduces a fusion mechanism, which is capable
of aggregating node representations from word level and phrase level to obtain rich entity representations of the knowledge
graph. Then, Graph Transformer is adopted to encode the graph and outputs contextualized node representations. Besides, we
develop a vanilla beam search-based comparison mechanism during decoding procedure, which further considers similarity
to reduce repetitive information of the generated text. Experimental results show that the proposed MEFR model could
effectively improve generation performance, and outperform other baselines on AGENDA andWebNLG datasets. The results
also demonstrate the importance to further explore information contained in knowledge graph.

Keywords Text generation · Knowledge graph · Multi-level entity fusion representation model · Comparison mechanism

Introduction

Natural text generation refers to the task of automatically
producing texts from linguistic and non-linguistic input [1].
According to the style of input data, text generation can be
categorized as text-to-text generation methods [2], data-to-
text generation methods [3], and image-to-text generation
methods [4].

In specific domains like medical or scientific area, it is
hard to generate texts which express complex ideas of con-
tent with a reasonable and logical structure. Some researches
address this issue with a structured representation of input,
which can be benefit to understand the content [5]. They
utilize rule-based methods or template-based methods for
structured-data-to-text generation [6–8]. These methods are
usually easy to guarantee correctness of the generated texts’
content, due to their interpretability and controllability.
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However, they also face some limitations, i.e., high-quality
template is hard to extract without manual process; gener-
ated content often meets with problems in terms of diversity,
fluency, and consistency. Recent neural network-based gen-
eration methods are driven by data, and they do not require
much manual intervention and mainly rely on representation
learning, to select appropriate content and express gram-
matically [9]. Although structured input could provide more
additional guidance for generation [10,11], neural network-
based generationmethods still have a variety of logical errors,
like hallucinating statements which are not supported by the
facts contained in the input, and confusing the output location
of different information.

Therefore, researchers began to focus on graph-based neu-
ral network methods aiming to effectively capture global
structure of the input, and preserve more original informa-
tion to overcome the above issues [12–15]. For example,
Koncel-Kedziorski et al. [16] proposed a Graph Transformer
that extends Transformer [17] for encoding the input graph,
built on graph attention network (GAT) [18] architecture.
Although graphs could effectively capture both global and
local structure of the input as well as further improving gen-
eration performance, the generated text are still affected by
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repetitions, and at the same time, entities which act as a key
part of the graph are not fully covered in generated text.

In this paper, we focus on knowledge-graph-to-text gener-
ation, and propose a multi-level entity fusion representation
(MEFR) model, which aims to address issues of repetitions
and entity information is not fully covered in the generated
text, further enhancing generation performance. First, we fol-
low the similar procedure with previous work to pre-process
the input knowledge graph, where a vertex denotes an entity
node, or a relation node which is created for each edge rela-
tion between two entities, or a global node which connects
all entity nodes. For the processed knowledge graph, we pro-
pose a fusion mechanism by aggregating node information
from word level and phrase level to obtain entity representa-
tions in the graph. Then, we apply Graph Transformer [16]
to encode the input knowledge graph and obtain the con-
textualized representation for each node. When decoding,
vanilla beam search [19,20] is adopted, which is a global
optimum-based search algorithm, that usually applying in
text generation to select the results with top-k scores. To fur-
ther reduce redundancy of the generated text, we develop
a vanilla beam search-based comparison mechanism, which
considers whether adding the generating word to the gen-
erated word sequence based on similarity. Experimental
results show that our proposed MEFR model could effec-
tively improve quality of the generated text. Three main
contributions of this paper are:

– Multi-level fusion mechanisms are developed, i.e., sum
fusionmechanismand selectivemechanism,which aggre-
gate information from word level and phrase level to
obtain entity representations.

– A comparison mechanism during generation is pro-
posed, which considers similarity between the generated
sequence with and without the generating word, tackling
the constraints of redundancy and enhancing the perfor-
mance of generation.

– Thorough experimental studies are conducted to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed model, and our pro-
posed model which achieves great performance without
pre-trained language models also illustrates the impor-
tance of further exploring the information contained in
knowledge graph.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews relatedwork. Section 3 explains the proposedMEFR
model. Section 4 presents the experiments and evaluation
results. Conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.

Related work

For structured-data-to-text generation, the core task is to
generate a textual descriptions based on structural knowl-
edge records. Some generation systems rely on rules and
hand-engineered templates. Angeli et al. [21] constructed a
domain-independent model, which manually designs a tem-
plate to introduce knowledge of other domains for table to
text generation. The model makes it easy to incorporate
domain-specific knowledge which can improve generation
performance. Kondadadi et al. [22] proposed a systemwhich
generates different content based on a specific domain. The
system is also used statistical data of the text in addition, but it
is restrained by requiring a lot of historical data. Howald et al.
[23] presented a hybrid natural language generation system
that utilizes Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs) for
statistically learning syntactic templates. This model could
generate acceptable texts for a number of different domains.
Wiseman et al. [7] used hidden semi-Markovmodel (HSMM)
to model text generation template and combined end-to-end
methods with traditional template-based methods. On the
other hand, many works focus on neural network-based end-
to-end model in recent years. Mei et al. [3] used a neural
encoder–decoder model to generate weather forecasts and
soccer commentaries, and they also added an aligner to select
important information based on end-to-end model. Juraska
et al. [24] proposed a deep ensemble framework for text gen-
eration, which integrates sequence-to-sequence model based
on bidirectional LSTM and CNN. This framework also used
an automatic slot alignment-based reranking method which
helps improve quality of the generated text. Gehrmann et al.
[25] introduced multiple decoders to fit different data based
on traditional encoder–decoder model. And in this way, the
model could be used to generate different expressions for dif-
ferent types of text. Freitag et al. [26] interpreted structured
data as a corrupt representation of the desired output, and
used a denoising auto-encoder to reconstruct the sentence.
The result shows that denoising auto-encoder could general-
ize to generate correct sentences when given structured data.

Although structured input could provide more guidance
and structural information for generation, it is still restrained
by how to better make use of the structure. Many researches
began to focus on graph-based methods which can better
capture local and global structure of input. Xu et al. [12]
proposed a graph-to-sequence neural network model, which
illustrates the structured input information is important for
text generation, solving the problemof structural information
loss caused by traditional graph-to-text generation methods.
Beck et al. [13] used an encoder based on Gated Graph Neu-
ral Network (GGNN)which can integrate the complete graph
structure without losing information, and introduce graph
transformation providing more information for the attention
and decoding modules in the network. Li et al. [14] modeled
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news as a topic interaction graph, which better understands
internal structure of the article and the connection between
topics. Xu et al. [27] converted SQL into a directed graph
and used a graph-to-sequence model to translate the graph
into a sequence. Koncel-Kedziorski et al. [16] proposed a
Graph Transformer model to encode the knowledge graph,
used for generating a text that can express the content of the
knowledge graph. Song et al. [28] leveraged richer training
signals to guide the model to preserve original information,
tackling the problem of messing up or even dropping the
core structural information of input graphs during gener-
ation. Based on graph convolutional networks, Guo et al.
[29] developed a novel network named DCGCNs, achieving
advanced performance on AMR-to-text generation. Ribeiro
et al. [15] presented four neural models, which could com-
bine both local and global contextual information for graph
encoding. Despite their success, how to effectively utilize
more information within graph for text generation is still an
open problem.

To obtain more information of the knowledge graph for
generation, we develop anMEFRmodel to obtain entity rep-
resentations in the graph, by proposing fusion mechanisms
to incorporate information from word-level and phrase-level
representations. The proposed fusion mechanisms could
enrich entity representations based on the above two-level
information as well as improving generation performance.

Multi-level entity fusion representation
(MEFR) model

Figure 1 shows the framework of our proposedMEFRmodel.
The input of the model is a knowledge graph correspond-
ing to the document, and the title within the graph if it
exists.We follow thepreviouswork [15,16] to pre-process the
input knowledge graph denoting as G = (V,E). V denotes
a vertex set containing three types of nodes: entity nodes,
relation nodes which represent relations between two entity
nodes, and a global node which connects all entity nodes.
E is an adjacency matrix describing the directed edges. The
input graph and the title are encoded using a Graph Trans-
former [16] and a bidirectional recurrent neural network [30],
respectively. We treat the title as an additional node, and use
both node representationswithin the graph and title represen-
tation for decoder. When decoding, we take attention-based
RNN [31] as decoder and adopt copy mechanism [32] for
generation. The final output of MEFR model is the gener-
ated descriptive text. Details of the model will be illustrated
in this section.

Encoder

Node embeddings

There are three types of nodes in the graph, i.e., entity nodes,
relation nodes and a global node. As each relation is rep-
resented as both a forward direction relation node and a
backward direction relation node, we learn two embeddings
per each relation node. We also learn an initial embedding
for the global node. However, entities in scientific texts are
often multi-word expressions, we use BiRNN to obtain the
embedding of each entity based on word embeddings as

hw
p j

= BiRNN
(
x1p j

, x2p j
, . . . , xip j

, . . . , xtp j

)
, (1)

where xip j
is i-th word embedding of entity p j , t denotes the

number of words in p j . The last hidden state is used as the
word-level representation of the entity p j , denoted as hw

p j
.

Besides, there exist relationships among entities, such
as sequential relationships and logical relationships. For
example, the appearance position of entities in the input
is chronological and some entities always appear before or
behind other entities. Based on the above analysis, we aim
to capture more information for entity representations based
on relationships among entities.

Compared toword-level entity embeddings, we also apply
BiRNN which is applied to each entity to capture the depen-
dency, and obtain phrase-level representations for entities,
as

hp
p j = BiRNN

(
hw
p1 , . . . ,h

w
pm

)
, (2)

where m is the number of entities in the knowledge graph,
and hp

p j is the phrase-level entity representation of p j .
Then, we propose two fusion mechanisms, i.e., sum

fusion mechanism and selective mechanism, to integrate
information from word-level representation and phrase-level
representation of each entity. Althoughword embeddings are
the same for the above two-level representations, the choice
of context is changed when information is fused.

• Sum fusion mechanism
We develop two methods for sum fusion mechanism. We
first use a sum operation to fuse the above word-level and
phrase-level entity representations as

hpi = hw
pi + hp

pi . (3)

As we think different level information may have differ-
ent importance for entity representations, then we give
differentweights for the two entity representations in sum
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Fig. 1 Framework of MEFR model

operation, that is

hpi = αhw
pi + (1 − α)hp

pi , (4)

where α is a weight balancing the word-level represen-
tations and phrase-level representations.

• Selective mechanism
Inspired by highway networks with gating mechanism
[33], which could fuse features by adopting two gating
functions to scale and combine hidden states from two
sources, and generate one representation, we develop a
selective mechanism to dynamically control and indi-
cate how much information are incorporated from the
two-level entity representations, respectively. It can be
illustrated as

si = σ
(
β1h

w
pi + β2h

p
pi + c

)
(5)

hpi = si � hw
pi + (1 − si ) � hp

pi , (6)

where si is gate weight to control how much information
incorporated from two levels,β1,β2 are learnable param-
eters that model relations of parameters and c is the bias,
σ denotes sigmoid function, and� denotes element-wise
multiplication.

To further validate the effectiveness of the selective mech-
anism, we also utilize two variants of it, which can be listed

as

h1pi = si � hw
pi + hp

pi (7)

h2pi = hw
pi + si � hp

pi . (8)

Equations 7 and 8 represent removing selective mechanism
of phrases and words, respectively.

Based on the above procedures,we obtain a d-dimensional
representation of each node in the knowledge graph.
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BiRNN encoder and graph transformer encoder

The input of the encoder is a knowledge graph and a corre-
sponding title (if the graph contains a title). They are encoded
by a Graph Transformer encoder [16] and a BiRNN encoder,
respectively.

The title is also a short string, and we encode it using
BiRNN to produce title embedding T = BiRNN(x1, . . . , xi ,
. . . , xk), where xi is i-th word embedding of the title.

We use Graph Transformer [16] to encode knowledge
graph, which incorporates global structural information
when contextualizing vertices in their local neighborhoods,
and the resulting encodings are regarded as graph contextu-
alized node encodings, i.e., G = GraphTransformer(h1,h2,
. . . ,hn), hi is i-th node embedding of the graph and n is the
number of nodes in the graph.

Decoder

We adopt attention-based RNN [34] as the decoder of our
model. At each decoding timestep t, we use the decoding
hidden state h

′
t to calculate the context vectors ck and cr for

knowledge graph and title, respectively. ck is calculated by

ck = h
′
t + Multihead

(
h

′
t ,G j

)

Multihead(Q,K) = concat (head1, . . . , headn)

headi =
∑

j∈l Attention
(
qi,kj

)
Wn

Gk j (9)

Attention
(
qi ,k j

) =
exp

((
Wkk j

)T Wqqi
)

∑
m∈l

exp
(
(Wkkm)T Wqqi

) · 1√
d

,

where l denotes the neighborhood of the node qi in graph,
Attention() is the attention mechanism parameterized per
head [16], WG ∈ Rd×d is a weight matrix, (Wq ,Wk) ∈
Rd×d are learned independent transformations matrix of q

and k, respectively,
1√
d
is a scaling factor to counteract the

effect of gradient flow when dot products, head1, . . . , headn
is n attention heads.

cr is computed similarly using title encodings T.
The final context vector ct is obtained by concatenating

ck and cr , denoted as

ct = concat (ck, cr ) . (10)

Then, we use ct and decoding state h
′
t as input for the next

decoding step.

Copy mechanism

To enhance diversity of words and avoid out-of-vocabulary
problem in generation, we compute a probability pgen of

copying from the input using h
′
t and ct in a similar way with

See et al. [32], as it allows copying words from vocabulary or
knowledge graph. The probability pgen ∈ [0, 1] for timestep
t is calculated as

pgen = σ
(
Wcopy

[
h

′
t ||ct

]
+ b

)
, (11)

whereWcopy is a learnable parameter that transforms the con-
catenated vector, b is the bias, and σ is the sigmoid function.

Next, pgen is used as a soft switch to choose selecting
a word from the vocabulary by sampling from Pvocab, or
copying entity from the input graph by sampling from the
attention distribution Pcopy. The probability distribution over
the extended vocabulary, which is the union of the fixed
vocabulary and input knowledge graph, is defined as

pgen ∗ Pcopy + (
1 − pgen

) ∗ Pvocab, (12)

where Pcopy is calculated as Pcopy
i = Attention([h′

t ||ct ], xi )
and xi ∈ T||G, Pvocab is computed by scaling [h′

t ||ct ] to the
vocabulary size and taking a softmax function.

Decoding algorithm

We use beam search algorithm during generation. As we
found that there exists repetition problem in generated text,
we develop a comparison mechanism based on vanilla beam
search algorithm [19,20]. Our proposed comparison mech-
anism additionally calculates similarity between the word
sequence adding current generating word and original word
sequence, to update the score of word when beam search.
The score of generating word is defined as

score(yt ) = δ · score(yt ) − (1 − δ) · comp
(
s∗ + yt , s

∗) ,

(13)

where yt is the generating word at the timestep t, comp is the
cosine similarity function calculating the similarity between
two texts, s∗ is the generated word sequence, and δ is the
weighting factor. Based on the vanilla beam search, we add
the second term in Eq. 13 to calculate the similarity between
the sequences adding and without adding generating word,
to punish the word which improves the similarity and reduce
the redundancy.

Experiments

Dataset

We focus on generation task which generates correspond-
ing text from knowledge graph in this paper. Therefore, we
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evaluate our model on two popular graph-to-text datasets:
AGENDA [35] and WebNLG [36].

AGENDA (Abstract Generation Dataset), which consists
of 40k paper titles and abstracts from Semantic Scholar Cor-
pus taken from the proceedings of 12 top AI conferences.
The average length of title and abstract are 9.9 words and
141.2 words, respectively. We follow the same procedure
with Koncel-Kedziorski et al. [16] to create a knowledge
graph for each abstract, and obtain a dataset of knowledge
graphs paired with scientific abstracts. The average number
of nodes and edges in the knowledge graph is 12.42 and 4.43,
respectively. The dataset is split into a training/validation/test
of 38720/1000/1000.We pre-process the dataset by replacing
low-frequency words (words occurs fewer than 5 times) with
<unk> tokens. In post-processing step, we delete repeated
sentences and coordinated clauses.

WebNLG, which is also used for knowledge-graph-to-text
generation task. Each instance in WebNLG contains a KG
(knowledge graph) from DBPedia [37] and a corresponding
text with one or several sentences describing the graph. The
WebNLG dataset is split into 18,102, 872 and 971 instances
for training, validation and test, respectively. Besides, graphs
in AGENDA are automatically extracted, which leads to a
high number of disconnected graph components. Compared
with graphs in AGENDA, graphs in WebNLG are human-
authored subgraphs of DBPedia. It means that the graph in
WebNLG is more complete and more consistent with the
content of corresponding target text. The relation types in
WebNLGare 373, the average nodes are 34.9, and the average
edges are 101. For WebNLG, we follow the previous work
[36] to pre-process the knowledge graph. Besides, we refer
[15] to deal with considerable number of edges and relations,
avoiding parameter explosion, and create relation nodes to
transform relational edges between entities which is similar
to AGENDA.

Implementations

For AGENDA dataset, We employ LSTM [38] as Recurrent
Neural Network, and apply a layer of bidirectional LSTM
for title representation and each level of entity representa-
tions in the encoder–decoder framework, respectively. The
dimension of the hidden vectors is set as 500. Models are
trained for 20 epochs with early stopping [39] based on val-
idation loss on an NVIDIA Tesla V100. Beam width is set
as 4. The loss function is the negative log likelihood of gen-
erating text over the target text vocabulary and copied entity
indices. Settings of SGD [40] optimization are applied to
optimize the model parameters, and the related settings of
Graph Transformer are set the same as in [16].

For WebNLG dataset, models are evaluated on the test set
with seen categories. To implement our models, we employ

two layers of bidirectional LSTM for each level of entity
representations in encoder–decoder framework. We train our
models with SGD optimizer for 100 epochs on WebNLG
using an NVIDIA Tesla V100. The dimension of hidden
encoder states is 256, and we train our models by minimiz-
ing negative log-likelihood loss function. The final results
are generated by beam search, and beam width is set to 3.

Evaluation

Weuse BLEU [41] and ROUGE [42] as automatic evaluation
metrics. Specifically, we use BLEU-n (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) in our
experiments. And for ROUGEmetric, we use ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-2 to assess informativeness, as well as ROUGE-L
to assess fluency.

Parameter setting

In the first set of experiment, we examine and fix the values of
parameters α in sum fusion mechanism and δ in comparison
mechanism. We tune the values of α and δ from 0 to 1 with
step size 0.1 when the model is trained.

Setting and analysis of parameter˛ in sum fusion
mechanism

From Fig. 2, we can see that when α = 0, the entity rep-
resentation only contains phrase-level information. When
increasing the value of α, the entity representation began
to incorporate both word-level information and phrase-level
information, which makes the model utilize rich entity infor-
mation. The best ROUGE-2 score obtained at α = 0.8 and
we use it in the following experiments.

Setting and analysis of parameter ı in comparison
mechanism

Then,we tune the parameter δ to obtain better performance of
generation. We can see from Fig. 3 that when δ = 0, the com-
parison mechanism is decided by comp function and quality
of the generated text is not good enough. When changing
δ value, the ROUGE-2 score changes fast at the beginning
and gets best when δ = 0.4, and then, it starts to decrease
smoothly. when δ = 1, the mechanism is based on vanilla
beam search algorithm and the result is worse than the per-
formance with δ = 0.4. It illustrates that vanilla beam search
algorithm could select important words, but it is restrained
by redundancy. When we add comp function as second term
to beam search algorithm, the comp function will consider
similarity between the sequence with and without generating
word to improve the quality of generated text. According to
the result, the performance of the comparison mechanism is
effectively improved when using a proper δ value. The opti-
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Fig. 2 ROUGE-2 scores vs. α
on the test set

mal values of parameter α and δ on WebNLG dataset can
be obtained in a similar way, and the best value is α = 0.6,
δ = 0.5.

Ablation study

To explore effectiveness of MEFR model with different
fusion mechanisms, we conduct experiments using different
fusion mechanisms and their variants. For fair comparison,
except the fusion methods, all the other processes involved
remain the same.

Selective mechanism and its variants

Table 1 shows generation performance using selective mech-
anism and its two variants, i.e., Selective w/o p (removing
selectivemechanismof phrases) and Selectivew/ow (remov-
ing selective mechanism of words). It indicates that the
complete selective mechanism could incorporate both word-
level and phrase-level information dynamically rather than
just select information from one level. That is, information
from the two levels can be fused through selective mecha-
nism to jointly improve the generation performance.

Comparison of different fusion mechanisms

Table 2 shows generation performance using different fusion
mechanisms, including the sumfusionmechanism, i.e., direct
sum (Sum_i) andweighted sum (Sum_e), aswell as the selec-

Table 1 Results of selective mechanism and its variants on the test set

Methods ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Selective w/o w 32.74 9.83 14.31

Selective w/o p 33.71 10.58 14.85

Selective mechanism 35.46 11.60 15.69

Table 2 Results of different fusion mechanism on the test set

Mechanisms ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Sum_i 31.17 9.30 14.24

Sum_e 32.82 10.26 14.76

Selective mechanism 35.46 11.60 15.69

tive fusion mechanism. The results show that though direct
sum and weighted sum mechanisms could fuse information
from the two levels, selective mechanism could better fuse
word-level and phrase-level information dynamically, further
enhancing generation performance. In the following experi-
ments, we use selective mechanism as fusion mechanism of
the model.

Comparison with other generationmodels

We first compare our proposedMEFRmodel with other gen-
eration models on AGENDA dataset:
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Fig. 3 ROUGE-2 scores vs. δ
on the test set

(1) GAT [18], which is an Attention-Based Graph Neural
Networks used for graph encoding.

(2) Graph Transformer [16], which encodes knowledge
graph based on Transformer [17] and GAT [18].

(3) EntityWriter [16], which only uses entities and title for
generation without considering graph relations.

(4) GCG [43], which is a graph convolutional networks-
based model that explicitly considers the local node
contexts within input structure.

(5) PGE [15], which is a fully parallel structure based on
GAT for global and local node encoding.

(6) GT+RMA [44], which combines repulsive multi-head
attention based on Graph Transformer [16] for text gen-
eration from knowledge graph.

(7) Graformer [45], which is an encoder–decoder architec-
ture based on transformer used for graph-to-text genera-
tion.

(8) PGE-LW [15], which is a layer-wise parallel graph
encoder based on GAT for node encoding.

Table 3 shows performance of different generation mod-
els on the AGENDA dataset. EntityWriter performs poorest
among these models; this can be due to it does not consider
the graph relations. GAT and GCG could model the input
graph structure and learn node representations, but they are
still restrained by considering more semantic information
and node relations. While Graph Transformer allows for a
more global contextualization of each vertex through the
use of a transformer-style architecture, further improving

Table 3 Results of different generation models on AGENDA test set

Methods Bleu-1 Bleu-2 Bleu-3 Bleu-4

EntityWriter 24.12 10.27 4.38 3.09

GCG 26.12 12.91 6.54 3.62

GAT 26.51 13.19 6.79 3.71

Graph Transformer 29.08 14.93 8.57 4.62

PGE 32.95 18.18 11.14 6.94

GT+RMA 30.42 15.86 9.05 4.89

Graformer 33.10 18.28 11.22 7.00

PGE-LW 32.78 18.05 10.98 6.79

MEFR model 33.19 18.34 11.26 7.05

performance of knowledge-graph-to-text generation. How-
ever, it still misses a few entity information in the generated
text according to the experiments. PGE improves the per-
formance with the parallel structure based on GAT, which
indicates the advantage of considering richer graph informa-
tion. PGE-LW which combines the encoder in a layer-wise
fashion does not improve performance compared with PGE.
To strengthen model’s expression ability, GT+RMA intro-
duces repulsive multi-head attention based on Graph Trans-
former, but it does not bring significant improvement of the
performance compared with Graph Transformer. Graformer
achieves competitive performance using a novel graph self-
attention based on Transformer for graph encoding, which
can be used to detect global patterns. It also indicates
the importance of effectively considering relations between
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nodes in knowledge graph for node representations. Differ-
ent from the above models, we note that the repetitions and
uncovered problem of entities are existed in the generated
text. Our proposed model could effectively model the entity
in knowledge graph from different granularities, which is
able to extract more information and richer relations of enti-
ties, andmake full use of the information in knowledge graph
for representation learning. Our proposed MEFR model out-
performs other baselines in terms of Bleumetrics. This could
be attributed to that MEFR not only takes richer entity rep-
resentations of the knowledge graph into account, but also
introduces comparison mechanism to improve quality of the
generated text.

Besides, to further validate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed model, we compare our model with several represen-
tative generation models on WebNLG dataset, which is also
used for graph-to-text generation and graphs contained in
WebNLG are more complete compared to AGENDA. The
models used for comparison are listed as follows:

(1) UPF-FORGe [36]: a rule-based method which mostly
focuses on using predicate–argument templates during
sentence planning.

(2) Adapt [36]: a neural encoder–decoder based framework
with utilizing sub-word representations and linearizing
the input sequence.

(3) Melbourne [36]: which combines delexicalization and
enrichment of the input sequencewith attentional encoder–
decoder model.

(4) GraphConv [43]:which is a graph convolutional network-
based encoder directly utilizing the input graph structure.

(5) E2EGRU[46]:which takes end-to-end architecture based
onGRU for data-to-text generationwithout explicit inter-
mediate representations.

(6) GTR-LSTM [47]: which is a sentence generation model
with the novel graph-based triple encoder.

(7) SBS [48]: which proposes to split generation procedure
into a symbolic text-planning stage and a neural genera-
tion stage.

We also use Graformer [45] as a comparison model.
Like the models we compare with, we report Bleu scores

rather than Bleu-n on WebNLG, and the results for compari-
son are taken from their corresponding paper or obtained by
running publicly released source code. The results are shown
in Table 4.

Table 4 shows the results of different generation mod-
els on WebNLG test set with seen categories. The first three
models are advanced competitors inWebNLGchallengewith
seen categories. Among them, we can see Adapt and Mel-
bournewhich are based on attentional encoder–decoder show
greater performance; it indicates the advantages of neural
network-based models compared with rule-based models.

Table 4 Results of different
generation models on WebNLG
test set with seen categories

Methods BLEU

UPF-FORGe 40.88

Adapt 60.59

Melbourne 54.52

Graph Conv 55.90

E2EGRU 57.20

GTR-LSTM 58.60

SBS 53.30

Graformer 61.15

MEFR model 62.06

For the fourth to seventh models, Graph Conv directly uti-
lizes the input graph structure with graph convolutional
network-based encoder. E2EGRU uses an end-to-end data-
to-textmodel based onGRU, to generate text without explicit
intermediate representations. GTR-LSTM proposes a novel
graph-based triple encoder to preserve more information
from original data for data-to-text generation. And SBS fur-
ther splits generationprocedure into two stages for generating
high-quality text. These models achieve good performance
and show benefits of explicitly encoding the input graph
structure. However, they are still restrained by effectively uti-
lizing semantic information and node relations of the input
graph. Transformer-based Graformer shows great perfor-
mance which learns node representations not only relying on
their neighbors, but also focusing on global patterns based
on the novel graph attention. It indicates the advantages of
effectively considering relations of nodes in the knowledge
graph. Compared with Graformer, our proposedmodel could
learn interactions of nodes with global patterns based on
Graph Transformer. Besides, we especially focus on mod-
eling relations of entities, and learning their representations
from aggregating different granularity information to gen-
erate high-quality text. Our proposed model achieves best
performance among the baselines, which proves that our
model could obtain richer information of knowledge graph
for entity representations, and utilize comparisonmechanism
to help improve quality of the generated text. Besides, graphs
in WebNLG are more complete compared with AGENDA,
which means that richer semantic information of entities is
contained in the graph. And it can be effectively utilized
by our model to enhance the performance. Moreover, our
model could outperform other baselines without pre-trained
language models, which also indicates the importance of fur-
ther exploring the information contained in knowledge graph.

Human evaluation and case study

We perform human evaluations to establish that the Bleu
improvements of our proposed MEFR model are correlated
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Table 5 Human evaluation results

Methods Informativeness Fluency Redundancy

GAT 3.77 4.09 4.11

Graph Transformer 3.96 4.26 4.21

MEFR model 4.24 4.32 4.29

Table 6 Examples of generated texts

Title: “Towards Internet-scale multi-view stereo.”

Gold: this paper introduces an approach for enabling existing multi-
view stereomethods to operate on extremely largeunstructuredphoto
collections. the main idea is to decompose the collection into a set of
overlapping sets of photos that can be processed in parallel, and tomerge
the resulting reconstructions. this overlapping clustering problem is
formulated as a constrained optimization and solved iteratively. the
merging algorithm, designed to be parallel and out-of-core, incorpo-
rates robust filtering steps to eliminate low-quality reconstructions
and enforce global visibility constraints. the approach has been tested
on several large datasets downloaded from flickr.com, including one
with over ten thousand images, yielding a 3d reconstruction…

Graph Transformer: in this paper, we propose a new method for
3d reconstruction in unstructured photo collections. in the proposed
method, a merging algorithm is used to solve the overlapping cluster-
ing problem. the method is applied to the problem of 3d reconstruction
in flickr.com…

GAT: in this paper, we present a new approach for 3d reconstruction in
unstructured photo collections. and merging algorithm can be used for
overlapping clustering problem with merging algorithm. the presented
approach has been used for 3d reconstruction in flickr.com…

MEFR model: in this paper, we address the problem of 3d reconstruc-
tion in unstructured photo collections . we propose a novel merging
algorithm based on constrained optimization of the overlapping clus-
tering problem. unlike multi-view stereo methods, we are able to 3d
reconstruction in flickr.com with global visibility constraints. further-
more, we show that global visibility constraints can be very useful for
overlapping clustering problem in flickr.com…

The bold words are entity information contained in the Gold. The italic
words in generated texts are included entities. The bold and italicized
words are repeated parts

with human judgments.We randomly select 40 samples from
test set and compare the text generated by our method with
the text generated by GAT and Graph Transformer. We ask
three volunteers to rate these samples on a scale of 5 (very
good) to 1 (very poor), in terms of informativeness, fluency,
and redundancy of each text. The three volunteers are spe-
cialists (including a professor, two associate professors) from
School of International Studies, Shaanxi Normal University.
The average results are listed in Table 5. Informativeness
represents that the generated text should include rich infor-
mation, fluency represents that sentences in the text should be
expressed fluently and logically, and redundancy represents
that the text should contain few repeated information.

Table 5 shows that our proposed MEFR model outper-
forms the other two models on three aspects, especially in

informativeness. ComparedwithGraphTransformer, the text
generated by MEFR is more informativeness, indicating the
advantages of fusion methods.

Besides, we show an example of generated text by the
three models in Table 6. Compared with GAT, Graph Trans-
former could generate a more fluent and informative text
with the help of global contextualization. It is not surprising
to find that our proposed MEFR model gets best scores of
informativeness obviously, and the generated text contains
more details description as well as entity information, which
makes the text more complete and readable compared with
the othermethods. It indicates that by integrating information
from different levels of entity, our proposed MEFR model
could generate text containing more information, and better
utilize the information of knowledge graph to produce rich
description which is different from the textual expressions
produced by other two models.

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we focus on knowledge-graph-to-text genera-
tion taskwhich generates correspondingdescriptive text from
knowledge graph. However, the generated text often suffers
from problems, such as redundancy and not fully utilizing
entity information, which leads low quality of the generated
text. Therefore, we propose an MEFR model to solve the
above issues, aiming to generate the text with rich description
(covering information contained in knowledge graph asmuch
as possible) and low redundancy (containing less repetitive
information). Our proposed MEFR model effectively incor-
porates information from different levels for obtaining entity
representations in knowledge graph. Besides, the proposed
comparison mechanism in decoding procedure is used to
reduce redundancy of the generated text based on similarity.
According to the results on the twopopular graph-to-text gen-
eration datasets, our proposedmodel could achieve advanced
performance and improve quality of the generated text. At
the same time, our model which does not use pre-trained
language models shows great performance compared with
other generation models. It also means the importance of
further exploring information contained in the knowledge
graph. And for our proposed model which combines multi-
granularity information can make more effective use of the
original input for representation.

In the future, we will continue exploring how to better
utilize information from different granularities in complex
networks, to further improve the performance of text gen-
eration. Besides, pre-trained language models show great
performance on natural language generation, and we will
explore to enrich node representations in knowledge graph
with pre-trained language models for generation. In addi-
tion to improving performance of the generation model, the
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dataset used for knowledge-graph-to-text generation is still
worth to focus on. And we will try to make the dataset of
knowledge graphs paired with texts in specific fields, to fur-
ther study the effect of fusion representation in graph-to-text
generation.
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